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APPLICATION OF A CHANNEL DESIGN METHOD TO HIGH-SOLIDITY CASCADES AND TESTS 
OF AN IMPULSE CASCADE WITH 90° OF TURNING 1 
By JOH N D. STANl'l'Z and LEONARD J . SHELDRAKE 
SUMMARY 
A technique is develop dfor the application of a channel de ign 
method to the design of high-solidity ca cades with prescribed 
velocity distributions as a function oj arc length along the 
blade-element profile. The technique appl1'es to both incom-
pressible and 'ubsonic compressible, nonviscous, irrotational 
fluid motion. For compres8ible jlow, the ratio oj specific heats 
is assumed equal to - 1.0. An imp'ulse cascade with 90 0 
turning wa designed for incompressible flow and was tested 
at the design cmgle of attack ov r a range oj downstream "Afach 
number f1'om 0.2 to choIce flow. T o achieve good efficiency , the 
cascade was designed for pre cribed 1'elocities and ma:timum 
blade loading according to limitations imposed by can 'idera-
tions oj boundary-layer sepcLralion. 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to obtain large pressure ratios per stage in 
axial-flow compre ors and Lurbines, cascades of blade 
elemenLs wiLh large fluid-turning angles are req uired. High-
solidiLy blading is required to achieve these large turning 
angle without erious shock losse due to super onie peak 
velocities and without boundary-layer eparation du e to 
excessive blade loading. However, becau e friction los e 
increase with tbe ratio of wetted urface to flow area it i 
de irable that the blade be a highly loaded as possible 0 
that the olidiLy be no greater than necessary. Thus iL i 
desirable to have design method for bigh- olidity cascades 
with maximum prescribed velocities thal do not result in 
sbock 10 es and with maximum prescribed deceleration 
rates that do not resul t in bowldary-Iayer separation. Such 
blade elemenLs hould have optimum efficiency for the 
pI' scribed turning angle of the fluid . 
Two types of method are u ed for the design of blade 
elements in cascade: (1) ail'foil methods, and (2) channel-
flow metbods. Ail'foil meLhocl have been developed for 
incompressible and linearized com pre ible flow (refs. 1 to 
5, for example). These method arc exact for ilToLational 
nonviscou fluid motion but generally become difficult 
to apply if tbe blade-clemenL solidity is large (l.5 or larger). 
For high blade-clement oli liLies, channel-flow methods of 
design arc us d , in which the channel between blades i 
designed and the "i lands" between adjacent channels 
(fig. 1) constitute the blade clements, with the nose and tail 
of the islands rounded off. Geometri c methods for channel 
de ign based on the combinalion of several cil'cular arcs 
have been used extensively (ref. 6, for example), but Lhese 
method have no dil'ect conkol ov I' the velocity di tribuLion 
along the blade-clement profile. 
In reference 7 the shape of th e mean Lreamline between 
blade-element profiles and the velociL), dislribulion along 
thi tl'eamline are prescribed together wilh lhe bia le 
spacing, and Lhe 1'e ulting blade-element profile and velocity 
di tribution along it arc determined. The melhod involv~s 
approximat ion that are accurate for high- oliclit~T ca cade , 
but has DO d irect control over lhe velocilY <Ii lributiOl1 a10110" 
. b 
lhe profile surface. 
De ign methods for blade element of higll -soliclil y cascades 
with pre cr ibed velocilies along tbe blade-elemenL profile are 
given in reference Lo 10. All these method involve 
approximation . In referen e the desired velocity distri-
bution is obtained by trial-and-el'l'or method. In referencp-
9 the hape of one channel wall and the veloeily eli lribution 
along it are pre cr ibed 0 that, a in rcfcren e i, th problem 
is overdetermined and therefore approximate. In reference 
10 the manner in which variou flow condition vary aero s 
the channel of high- olidity cascades is a sumed . 
A teclmique for applicaLion of the chalmel de ign meLhods 
of reference 11 to the design of high- olidiLy ca ades with 
prescribed velocity di tributions as a function of arc length 
along the blade-element profiles is pre ented herein. The 
lechnique applies to both incompressible and sub onic com-
pres ible, nonvi ous, irrotational fluid motion. For com-
pres ible flow the ratio of specific heats is as umed equal to 
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FIGURE l.-:-Cascadc blade obtained In xy·plane by roundin gofT nose and tail of Island between 
adJRCcnt channels designed for pre cribed veloCity distribution along walls. 
1 Supersedes NACA 'rN 2652, "Applicntion of u Channel Design Method to IIigh· olldity Cascades and 'rests of an Impulse Cascade With 90° f'J' .' .. b J I D 
Leonard J. Sheldrake, 1952. 0 Ulnlll g y 010 . tanltz and 
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- 1.0. 'l'he design method gives exact re ult except for the 
approximation resulting from rounding off the nose and tail 
of the blade element. In order lo investigate the validity of 
rounding off the nose and tail and to inve tigate effects of 
compressibi li ty and viscosit)-, a high-solidity, 90 0 impulse 
cascade wa designed and te ted. In order to achieve good 
effLCiency, the cascade \Va designed for prescribed velocities 
and maximum blade loading according to limilation imposed 
by boundary-Ia)-er separation (ref. 12) . The cu cade wa 
developed for incompre ible flo\\- and was te ted at the 
design angle of attack over a range of dow-llstream :"lach 
number from 0.2 lo choke flow. The data were analyzed and 
correlated by methods developed in lhe report. 
The application of a channel de ign method to high-soliclity 
cascades reported herein wa developed at the N ACA Lewis 
laboraLory during 1951 and i part of a doctoral the is con-
ductecl by the sen ior author with the advice of Profes or 
A cher H. Shapiro of lhe ~lassachusetls Institute of Tech-
nology. 
CASCADE DESIGN METHOD 
A cascade design method based on th channel design 
methods of reference 11 i developed for nonvi COLIS, inota-
lional , incompres i ble or com pre sible fluid motion . 
TH EORY o~' METHOD 
Outline.- Consider the flow of fluid past the high-solidity 
ca cacle in figure 2. Any two blade elements and their re pec-
y 
L----_ x ' 
Upslreom 
boundary 
510gnollon 
slreomllnes- -r-
, 
8' r 
F,GURE 2.-Channei between adjacent ~tagnalion streamlincs with Yclocity potential lint'S 
and subscript conventions for lIow tbrough cascade. 
live stagnation Lreamlines upstream and down tream of the 
ca cade con titute a flow channel. In the propo ed high-
olidit)- cascade design method the shape of this channel will 
be determined , axc pt for regions in the viciniLy of sLagno,tion 
po in ts, for pre cl'ibed variation in velocity a a function of 
arc length s along th e channel walls between points corre-
sponding to lhe nose and tail of the blade clement. The 
channel design method of reference 11 will be used to olve 
for the hape of thi channel between high-solidity blade 
element. 
The flow field of the two-dimensional channel be ween 
blade element i considered to lie in the phy ical xy-plane 
\ here x and yare Carte ian coordinates for which the units 
a rc so cho en that the channel width down trCftm aL infinity 
is unity. (All symbol arc defined in appendix A.) 
At each point in the channel between blade elemenLs the 
velocity vecLor (fig. 3) has a magnitude Q and a direction 0, 
where Q is lhe fluid velocity for which the units ar 0 chosen 
thaL the channel vclocit)T downstream at infinity i unity. 
For compre ible flow, the velocity q is related Lo the velocity 
ratio Q by 
where q i tbe velocity for which the units are 0 cbo en that 
the stagnation speed of ound is unity and where the ub-
script cZ refer to conditions downstream at infinity. 
Solu tions for two-dimensional flow arc boundary-value 
problems. That is, the olutions depend on known condi-
tion imposed along the boundarie of the problem. In the 
inverse problem of channel design the geometry of the chan-
nel walls in the physical plane i unknown. Thi unknown 
geometry apparently precludes the possibility of solving the 
problem in the phy ical plane and necessitates the u e of orne 
y 
dx 
x 
FIGlJ llE 3.-) IAgnltude Rnd direction of vclocity at point in xv-planc. 
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new plane. This new plane must be such that the shape of 
the boundaries along which the velocities arc prescribed is 
known . It is also desirable that the coordinate ystem of 
the new plane be orthogonal in the physical plane. A set of 
coordinates that satisfies these requirements is provided by 
the veloci ty potential line of constant <I> and the streamlines 
of con tant 'l! (where <I> and 'l! are defined in ref. 11), which 
are or thogonal in the xy-plane and for which the geometric 
bOlUldaries are known constan t values of 'l! (equal to 0 and 
71"/2) in the <I> 'l!-plane. The distribution of velocity as a 
function of <I> along these boundaries of constant 'l! is known 
because, if 
Q=Q(s) 
or 
q=q(s) 
is prescribed, the definition of <I> (ref. 11) gives 
from which 
or 
<P=<P( ) 
Q=Q(<I» 
q=q(<I» 
The technique of the channel design methods developed 
in reference 11 is therefore to solve for the physical xy-
coordinates of the channel wall in the <p 'l!-plane where the 
prescribed boundary conditions for Lhe two-dimensional flow 
problem are known. 
The channel design methods of reference 11 are applied to 
Lhe design of high-solidity cascades as follows : Along the 
up tream and dovvnstream sLagnation streamlines (fig. 2) the 
velocity will be a sumed consLant and equal to the up tream 
and downstream velocities, respectively. The stagnation 
points on the blade surface are ignored (which practice results 
in a cusped nose and tail that are rOlmded off, as indicated 
previo usly), and the velocity at the nose and tail are assumed 
equal to t,he upstream and downsLream velocities, respec-
tively. Along Lhe channel wall corresponding 1,0 the sucLion 
surface of the blade clement, Lb e velocity accelerates from its 
upstream valu e at the nose to some maximum value, after 
which it decelerates to its downstream value at the tail. 
Along the channel wall corresponding to the pressure surface 
of the blade element, tbe velocity decelerates from it up-
stream valu e at the blade nose to somc minimum value, after 
which it accelerates to the downstream value at tbe tail. 
Becal! e of the velocity differen e over that portion of the 
channel walls corresponding to the blade-element surfaces, 
the channel turns the fl uid an amount 118 that can be com-
puted by eq uation (HS) of reference 11. If a specified value 
of M i desired, (,he prescribed velocity distribution must be 
adjusted, by methods to be considered later , to obtain this 
turning. 
The physical coordinates of the channel are determined in 
the <I> 'l!-plane for the pre cribed veloci ty distribution accord-
ing to the design methods of reference 11. The islands 
between adjacent channels (fig. 1) in the phy ical xv-plane 
constitute the blade-element profile . The cusped nose and 
tail of these islands are rounded off at the previously selected 
positions for the nose and tail of the blade-element profiles. 
Nose and tail positions in <p'l! -plane.- Because the channel 
design is carried out in the <I>'l!-plane, it is necessary t.o de-
termine the positions of the nose and tail on the pressure and 
suction urfaces of the channel walls in the <p'l!-plane. Con-
sider the Dow of fluid corresponding to Lhe channel between 
blade (fig. 2). The change in velocity potential <I> from the 
up tream boundary, at which conditions are considered 
uniform, to the nose must be cqual along both upstream 
stagnation streamlines so that 
from which 
(1 ) 
where the subscripts A, B, 0, D, and 0 forth, ref r to posi-
tions defined by t,he velocity potential lines in figure 2. 
But, because conditions are uniform along the upstream 
boundary, 
(2) 
where 71"/2 is the change in 'l! across the channel and where 
the angle 8' is measured counterclockwise from the positive 
x'-axis of the x' ,V'-coordinate sy tern in which the cascade 
lies along the y' -axis. From equations (1) and (2) 
(3) 
Equation (3) determines the difference in <I> on the two walls 
of the channel at the points in the <I>'l!-plane corresponding 
to the no e of the cascade blade. Likewise, the difference 
in <I> on the two walls of the channel at the points in the 
<I>'l!-plane corresponding to the tail of Lhe cascade blade is 
given by 
(4) 
Equations (3) and (4) detennine the relative posiLions on 
the chamlel walls in the <I>'l!-plane of points corresponclin o. 
to the nose and tail of the blade profile, respecLively. 
Prescribed velocity distribution .- In general, t,he pl'e-
cribed distribution of velocity as a funcLion of arc length 
along the channel walls between blade-eleme1lt profile can 
be arbitrary for the proposed blade-element de ign met hod 
except that the velocity is highel' on the uction ud acr 
than on the pres nre surface, the resulting blade-clement 
profile must be practical, and th difference in velocity dis-
tribution on the two walls must saLisfy equations (3) ancl 
(4). In addition, the prescribed velocity disLribuLioJl must, 
result in the pre cribed turning angle. Th is last condition 
can be determined by computing the turning anglc from 
equation (HS) of reference 11 and, in general, the original 
velocity distribution must be adjust,ed by trial-and-error 
methods to achieve the correct (prescribed) turning angle. 
Along the channel walls upstream and down tream of tbe 
points (and at the points) corresponding to the nose a.nd tail 
of the blade-element profile (fig. 2), the velocity is assumed 
constant and equal to the upstream and down tream veloc-
ities, respectively. 
In the remainder of this report it is assumed that the 
velocity distribution is pre cribed, for convenience, by 
log. Q (for incompress ible flow) as a lincar funcLion of <P 
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along the challnel \\'alls in the <I>\]i-plane . A typical exampk 
of uch a velocity distribution is given in figure 4. Tile 
velocity accelerates along the uction surface ('It = 0) from 
the up tream value Qu at th e no (' cI>c to a maximum valli!' 
Qmax at which it remains co ns Lant until it decelerate to Lho 
down tl"eam value Qa at the tail <l>e. The velocity decele r-
ate along the pressure surface (\]i = 7r j 2) from Lhe upstream 
val ue Qu at the nose cI>D to a minimum \-alue Qmin at wh ich it 
remains eon tant unti l it accekrates to the downs tream valuc 
Qd at the tail <l>F' The accelerating flow along the s uction 
lll·face and the decelerating flow along the press ure s urface 
ncar the blade nosc and vice versa near the tail will , in gen-
eral , result in a p hysical ly pracLical blade-clement profik. 
An equation for th r turning angle tJ.() that 1"e ults from this 
linear distribution of log. Q and which must SA Lisfy the pre-
scribed turning Anglr is ckveloped next. 
Turning angle tJ.(). - From appendix H of rcfor('nco 11 th o 
channel or cascado tumina angle tJ.e i given hy (for in('om-
pre . ihle flo\\') 
tJ.e = - 2f '" cI> [(0 JO!f~) _ (0 loge Q) ] dcI> (5) 
7l" _0) 0<1> ~ 0<1> 0 
? 
For lilll'IH variations in loge (2 \\' ith <I> 
o loge Q tJ. loge (~ t t 
- 0<1> = tJ.<I> ' = COllS an 
and for tho type of lillear velocity eli tributioll gIven 111 
figu re 4 , equation (5) integrates to give 
M=; [ (lOge ~m:x) «I>c+ <I>cc) +(IOge Q~daz) (<PeE+<[>e) -
(lOge QQ~n) (C!>D + <PDD)-(IOge Q::J (<PFF + <PF) ] (5) 
wili(' h is the cascade tUJ"lling angk. For a pres("l"i lwd \'a ll!e 
of tJ.(), equat ion (6) establ isl1l' a relation among Qmax, Qmtn, 
Qu , Qd, <Pc, <Pcc, <PD, <PDD, <l>E' <l>eE' <Pr', and <PFF' Fo r linearized 
(~nmpre sibk flow, linear distrihution of loge T' (defined in 
1"I~f. 11 ) with <P of the type hown in figure 4 could he pre-
"f"\ribecl , in which ca e the turning angle tJ.() would he ginn 
by C'quation (6) \\'ith Q replaced by r. 
:¥'O 
109". 
(Ou) ¢o 
:¥'.:![ (Od ) 2 
(Omm) 
cI>oo cI>FF 
FI{ , l"Iu: <1 -Typica l exa mple or linea r, prescribed \"ariaticll in log. Q wi th c(), inclu din g- st.h-
scrip t COJ1vcn tifltl ror (~ and o. 
Allowable deceleration on suction surface.- In order to 
achieve the de ired turning tJ.() with the minimum number of 
b lades , the difl'C'rence (Qmax- Q"'in) for incomp]"e sible [low or 
(1 T",ax - 1'ml,) fot' compl'rssiblr flow must he largr; and the 
arc length over wh ich Qmax and Qmtn are prC'scrihed boulel be 
extensive . H oweve l' , the magni tude of Qmax i limi Led by 
shock los. es (compl'C's ihle flo \\') and cavitation (incom-
pressible flow). Al 0, the arc length over which Qmax i 
p l'escribC'd is limited (in percentage of total uction urface 
length) by the allo\\'able rate of deceleration from Qmax to 
Qd along the suction surface near the blade tail. This 
limitation will be cons idered next. The deceleration from 
Qu to Qmtn a long the pres ure urface n ar the blad nose i 
not so cl'itical hecause the boundary layer i thin in this 
regIOn. 
The allowablr decelera tion withou L boundary-layer sepa-
ration on th e uC'lion surface is determined hy the ratio 
Qd/Qmax and the blacle-dement Reynold number ba eel on 
blacle chord (ref. ] 2) . TIDs allowable deceleration can be 
expressed a a ratio" of arc lengths, ",here" is defined by 
(7) 
where the refel"C'llce point for S i arhitra ry. The maximum 
allo \mble value of " for given values of Qa/ Q max and Reynold 
number j given in reference 12. 
From equat ions (4), (16) , and (40) of 1"ef(')"e11ce 11 the arc 
length (SB B-SC) i giveJl by 
7r . _. _ J 'I>CC riC!> J 'I>81> d el> 
2 (81)E ,c)- Q+ Q <1>c <I)CC ( ) 
\\"hel"e for lhe type of nlocity eli tribu tion in figure 4 
log, Q ~ log, Q" + (log, Q - -log, Q.J( ~~:~~J ( 
(~:: ::::::; ~ (9) nnd loge Q= loge Qmax 
From equation ( ) ancl (9) 
7r ( ) <Pcc- <Pc (Q max-_Qu)+<PEl£..-<PCC ? SBR-SC Q Q Q Q 
- 100' -",ax max 11 max 
o e Qu 
and, likewise', 
~ ( _ . ) _~ ( . _ ) + <PB-<PEE (Qd-_Qrnax) 2 SE c - 2 8EE Sc Q Q Q log. _ d_ d max 
Qmax 
o that equation (7) becomes 
(10) 
EquaLion (10) d etermine tb e minimum value for <I>e if the 
maximum allowable rate of deceleration between <Pee and 
<De is not to be exceeded. 
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The values for A in reference 12 arc based on maximum 
allowable safe rate of deceleration which decrease in the di-
rection of flow as the boundary-layer Lhickness increases. 
Thu the required distribution of loge Q along ~ is not nec-
essarily lineal' as assumed in this report. However, as will 
be shown in tbe section Prescribed velocity distribution, Lhe 
assumed distribution of log. Q with ~ has similar characLer-
istics to those required in reference 12 and is considered ac-
cnrate enough for engineering purposes. 
Rounding off nose and tail of blade-element profile,-
After the prescribed velocity disLribu tion has been seleeLed 
to meet Lhe conditions discussed previou ly, Lhe channel 
shape is determined by Lhe numerical meLhods developed in 
reference 11. The islands between adjacent channels (fiO'. 1) 
in the physical xy-plane constitute the blade-element profiles. 
Because the stagnation points are not considered in this de-
sign method, the nose and tail of the blade clemen tare 
cusped, The e cusps are eliminated by faire 1 curves (circu-
lar arc, for example) that arc tangent to the channel walls 
at the previollsly selected positions for the nose and tail of 
the blade-clement profiles. 
DESIGN PROCEDURE 
The various conditions to be satisfied in the application of 
the channel design method to the design of high-solidity 
cascades of blades with prescribed velo ity distribu tion along 
the blade contours have been discussed, and the delails of 
the numerical procedure for the chamlel design it elf arc the 
same a tho e ouLlined in reference 11. A brief Lep-by-sLep 
outline of the conditions to be sali fLCd and the numerical 
procedure follows: 
(1) The cascade, or channel, turninO' anO'le tJ.0 and the up-
stream and downstream velocities q" and qa are prescribed. 
(For incompre sible flow the upstream velocity Q" i ufficient 
becau e Qa equals 1.0.) The cascade stagger angle is fixed 
by these pre cribed conditions and the equation of continuity. 
The flow may be incompres ible 01' compressible ('I' equal to 
-1.0). 
(2) The soluLion for the equivalent channel wall cOOl'di-
nates will be carricd out in the ~\II -plane. The reln,tive posi-
tions of points on the channel walls in the ~\II-plane, (~D-~C) 
and (~F-~E) in figure 2, corresponding 1,0 the nose and tail 
of the blade profile arc determined by equations (3) and (4). 
(3) The prescribed velocity along the channel walls up-
stream of ~c and ~D a1' equal to the up tream velocity. 
(4) The pre cribed velociLy along Lhe channel wall down-
tream of ~E and ~F arc equal to the down tream velocity. 
(5) The velocity distr ibution along the suction surface of 
the blade-element profile, between the points ~c and ~E (fig. 
2) on the channel wall in the transformed ~\II -plane, is pre-
scribed as an arbitrary function of arc length. Usually a 
practical blade shape results if the prescribed velocity in-
creases from the upstream valu e at the nose (~c) and Lhen 
decreases to the down tl'eam value at the tail (~E)' 
(6) The pre cribed veloci ty along the pre me surface of 
the blade-element profile, between the points ~D and ~F 
(fig. 2) on th e channel wall in the transformed ~\II-plano, is 
pre cribed a an arbitrary function of arc length along the blade 
profile, Usually a practical blade hape resulLs if the pre-
scribed v loeity decrease from Lhe up Lrcam value at the 
nose (~D) and then incren, es to the downstream value n,t 
Lhe Lail (~F)' 
(7) In order to obtain an effiCient hiO'h-solidity cascade, 
the difference in prescribed velocities on the channel wa.lls 
COITe ponding to the uction and pressure surface of the 
blades should be large so that Lhe blade pacing is large 
enough to prevent serious friction losses. But the maximum 
prescribed velocity on the suction surface should not be so 
large LIlaL losses result from shock or thaI, serious boundary-
layer separation los e result from rapid deceleration to the 
downstream velocity at the blade tail (~E in fig. 2). 
(8) The prescribed velocity distl'ibution on Lhe channel 
walls must satisfy Lhe prescribed ca cade, 01' chn,nnel, turning 
angle M. Tills angle is determined by equation (H5) of 
reference 11. If the prescribed velocity distribution does 
not satisfy the pre cribeci turning angle, the velocity distri-
bu tion is adj usted by trial-and-enol' methods; or, for the 
type of linen,I' velocity distribution O'iven in flgure 4, the 
proper adjustment in velocity can be determined directly 
from equation (6). 
(9) After the pre cl'ibed velocity disLribution that atisfies 
the condiLions j LlSt outlined has been selected, the channel 
design is determined by meLhods outlined in reference 11 . 
(10) The cusped nose and tail of the islands that result 
between adjacenL channels in the phy ical plane (fig, 1) arc 
rounded off by faired curve (circular arcs, for example) 
that are tangent to the channel walls at points cOl'l'espondinO' 
to the nose and ta il of the blade element (~c through ~F in 
fig. 2). Finally, if desired, the. displacemenL Lhiclmess of 
the boundary layer can be estimated by boundary-layer 
theory and subtracted from the preceding contours to obtain 
the final blade profile. Thus the high-solidity cascade 
design is complete. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In general, as the percentage reaction decreases and as 
the blade camber (01' turning angle) increases, the cascade 
efficiency decren,scs (ref. 13, p. 232). The problem selected 
is therefore to design an efficient impulse cascade (zero 
percent ren,ction) with large turning angle. 
Prescribed eonditions,- An impulse cascade with 90 0 of 
turning was de igned for incompressible flow with the follow-
ing prescribed conditions: 
(1) 0' u=7r/4 }tJ.0=~=900 
(2) O'd=-7r/4 2 
(3) Qu= Qa=1.0 
Prescribed velocity distribution,- For convenience the ve-
locity di tribution has been pecified by lineal' variations in 
log. Q with~. The followi.ng conditions were arbitrarily 
selected: . 
(1) Qmax= 1.5 
(2) ~c=O 
7r (3) ~cC-~C=~DD-~D=~F-~~'f'=4 
(4) ~EE=7r 
The quantities (~D-~c) and (~F-~E) are obtained from 
equations (3) and (4) and are equal to 7r/2 and -7r/2 . J'e-
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Figure b.- P reserihed velocity d istribution ror 90° impulse casc.de blad e. 
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pectivcly. The quantity <]>E (fig. 2) i given by equaLioD 
(10) with A equal to 0.5, and is equal to 3 .75 7r/2. (Tll value 
of 0.5 for A wa obtained from fig. 5 (a) of ref. 12 for 
Qd/Q11Iaz equal to 0.667 and fol' a blad R ynold number 
equal Lo 00, which Reynold number give the minimum, and 
therefore afest, value of A.) The valuc of Qmin was obtain d 
from equation (6) wiLh C::Jj equal to 7r/2: 
Qmtn= 0.666 7 
The resulting prescribed distribution of log. Q with <I> is 
given in figure 5 (a). The COlT ponding distribution of Q 
wi th arc length s along the uction surface can be obtained 
from the definition of <P in reference 11 and is given in 
fi gul'e 5 (b). The veloci ty di tribu tion betw en Qmax (1.5 ) 
and Qd (1.0) is similar in hape to that resulting from the 
maximum allowable safe rates of decel ration in r eference 12, 
so that the assumed linear variat ion in log. Q with <I> ati 6es 
approximately the condi t ions on which the result of refer-
ence 12 are ba ed. 
Cascade design.- The channel shape corresponding to the 
pre cribed velocity di tribution in figure 5 (a) was de ermined 
by the relaxation methods used in reference 11 and is plotted 
in figure 6 together with the resulting hi.gh-solidi ty co. cade of 
bln.des formed by rounding off the cusped nose and tail of 
the islands formed between adjacent channels. For tho 
experimental investigation, a co. cade of these blade with a 
chord of 5.5 inches was constru tcd, and the coordinates for 
this blade profile are given in table I. The blade profile wa 
not adju ted to provide for the di placement thickness of the 
boundary layer. The characteristics of the resulting co. cade 
are given in figure 7 on the x'y'-plane in which all lin eal' 
distances are dimen ionless, being divided by the blade chord 
c. The reciprocal s'/c of the cascade solidity (where ' is the 
blad e spacing) i 0.61 30. The maximum blade thiekne 
approximately 1 percent of th chord, the trailing-edge 
tluckne s i approximately 2. percent of the chord, and the 
-.8 
y 
C 
.6 
.4 
-.2 
- .4 
-.6 
.2 A . .6 x' .8 C 
SIC '0.6130 
FIG UR'; 7.- Characteristics 0(90° impulse cascade in x'y'-plane. Coordinates of blade·elemen t 
profile ore given in table r. 
25li66--53-2 
!'ficliu of the circular arc at the blade nos 3.7 percent Of 
the blade chord. The average angle (3' no.. of the blade sur-
face tangent to the circular arc at the blade no e i 46.3° 0 
that the blade i overturned 1.3° at the nose (fiO'. 7). The 
average angle (3' tall of the blade surfaccs tangent to the 
circular arc at the bJade tail i -46.7° so that the blade is 
overturned 1.7° at the tail. The blade profile i similar in 
appearance to the be t hape developed in reference 6 hy 
combination of circular arc . 
CASCADE TESTS 
An experimental investigation wa made on the 1 lade 
profile ju t designed in order to determine if roundi.ng off 
the cu ped no e and tail ha a serious effect on the re ulting 
agreement bctween Lhe pre cl'ibccl velocity eli tribution on 
the blade urface and the di tribution mea ured by te t and 
to determine if the lesign proccdurc taki ng in to accolwt 
present knowledge of boundary-layer separation results in 
efficient blade shape. In addition, the blade profile, which 
wa desi!mcd for incompres ible flow, was te ted ovcr a range 
of downstream Mach number from 0.2 to choke flow in order 
to determine effect of comprcssibili t . 
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 
Flow tank.- As indicated in the line drawing of figure 8, 
the co. cade of 90° impulse blade was atta hed to a short 
tunnel of straight parallel walls that was mounted on a 
rounded approach at the flow test tank. Dimension of the 
tank and piping are given in figure . The tank contained a 
honeycomb of quare cell (2 by 2 in.) 8 inches deep. Immedi-
ately upstream of the hon eycomb were three scrcen ; one 
2 X30 mesh and two 40 X GO mesh with the mesh oriented 
90° apart. The tank pre sure, and therefore the flo w rate, 
was controlled by a valve upstream of the tank. The maxi-
mum flow rate through the tank during the te t wa 88 
Control 
valve - _ .. , 
t 
,r' Coscade 
Tunnel - ~, 
Manometers 
:- -Tola l-pressure probe 
~-.... r .. ""'" 
for 
blade taps - -
_. - -Tank 
Honeycomb - - , , 
IrrrrmmmTTTTmTTTTTTmi 
55 
FIGURE .-Linc drawing of test setup. All linear dimensions in inches. 
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pound pel' second. The rounded approach to the tunnel 
had an elliplical pt'Ofile. A photograph of the le t etup i 
shown in figure 9. 
Tunnel.- The tunnel con istecl of traight parallel wall 
Lhat could not be adjusted Lo account for boundary-Ia,yer 
growlh or Lo imula te the shape of Lhe stagnation treamJines 
upstream of the cascade. (For high- olidity ca cade Lhe 
po ition and . hape of the upstream tW111el wall have liLLIe 
effect on flow condi tion in t.he channel between blades where 
the character of the flow is almost exelu ively influ enced by 
the hape of the blade. ) The tunnel length \Va hort to 
preven L large boundary-lay l' growth on the l u nne! walls. 
The cross section of the tunnel normnl to the direction of 
110w was 11.91 by 16.50 inche . 
Cascade .- The blade-element profile is de cribed in table 
I , and the cascade charact.crisLic are given in figure 7. Six 
blades with a chord of 5.5 in hes and an aspect ratio of 3. 0 
were used (sce ref. 14, p. 3). The blade pan was therefore 
16.5 inches. Ba ed on a blade chord of 5.5 inche . the 
R eynold number R e wa approximatcly rela lecllo thc down-
strcam ::-1ach number Jld by 
R e ::::: 3 X 1 06 1 fd 
Thus for lhe minimum te L value of ilI a equal to 0.2 Lhe 
R eynolds number \Va 600, 000, whi ch is well above the cri tical 
valu es inclicated in rcferell ee 12. A photograph of the 
as embl ed cascade i shown in figure 10. 
INST R UME TATIO N 
Tank and tunnel.- Th e LoLal pressure upslream of Lhe 
cascade was mell. ured by a s lal ic tap down tream of thc 
honcyeomb in the lank (fig . ) . T he total tempcrntul'e of the 
air was mea.sured by a lhermocouple in the tan k. . ta lic 
pressurc ,,"as measurcd on lhe cenler line of the tunnel wall , 
12 inche ups lream of the ca ('acle. 
FIG URE 9.-Photograph of test s~tup. 
Cascade .- taLic pres ure at midspan on Lhe blade sur-
faces of the cen Ler channel in the cascade were measured at 
4 locations indicaLed in table II. In addition total-pressure 
and flow-direction Ul'vey were made at mid pan acros the 
center cha.r111el beLween blarles in a plane l}~ inches dowll-
tream of the exit plane of Lhe cascade. (The flow direction 
was e sentially con tant in the survey plane.) The total-
pre nre probe was un hielded and tbe yaw prob was of the 
wedge type. The ta lic pI' sur Pd, u cd to determine flow 
condition dowll t ream of the ca cade, wa mea ured at a 
wall tap locatrd approximately 1 % inche (lown tl'eam of the 
exi t plane of the cascnd and was for all valu of Md approxi-
mately equal Lo atmospheric room pres ure. 
TEST R ESULTS 
tatic prc ure on the blade urfaces of the center channel 
in the ca cade were obtained for eigh t valucs of the down-
tream ;"Iach number between 0.2 and 0.79. (The ca cade 
chol;;:ed at a down lream 11ach numbcr beL\Vcen 0.75 and 
0.79. ) Tn addition, total-pre urc urveys ""crc madc an d the 
flow direction \Va mea ured down tl'cam of t he ca cade for 
five value of Lhe lown tream ;"Iach numbcl' beLween 0.3 and 
0.7 . The rc ult. are plo Ltcd in figure. 11 Lo 14. 
Pressure coefficient P .-The pres ure coefficient. P i 
plotted in figure 11 a a function of the coordina te x' Ie along 
Lhe blade urfaco (fig. 7). The prcs lire coefficien t P i 
defined by 
(11) 
\\'h ere P i Lhe stalic pre lire and Pl.d i Llle LoLal pre sure 
downstream of the ca cad cxclusive of lhe wake and is lhere-
fore equal to the up tream total pre nre. For incompre sible 
flow the pre _ure eoe ffi 'icnt P, defined by equalion (ll), 
FIGURE IO.-Photograph of cascade with downstream total"pressure probe in position. 
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reduce to tbe usual defini tion lor pre sm e coefficient, that is, 
pre m e difference divided by down tream, or upstream, 
veloci ty head. The prcssure tap corresponding to a given 
daLa point can b determined from the value of x' ie and 
Litble n . For in 'ompre ible flow P is related to Q by 
The variaLion in P with x' ie for Lhe design variation in Q i 
gi ven by Lhe l' O"ular olid lines in figure 11 . 
In figure 11 (a) the re uIL are ploLted for the down tream 
':'lach number between 0.2 and 0.6 . For these l\Iach num-
bers the flow is every where ub onic. The agreement be-
tween the mea ured and pre cribed (de ign) value of P i 
good for M d. equal Lo 0.19 , buL become In-ogre ively worse 
becau e of compres ibili ty effects as Ma increase . In O"eneral, 
the di crepancy betw en the mea ur d and prescribed value 
of P at }.([a qual to 0.198 an be attributed in part to Lhe 
lower- than-de ign flow rate tha t 1"e uIt from the r educed 
eff cLive flow area du e to the wake di placement down tream 
of the ca cade. That i , the channel between blad s turned a 
ligh tly smaller quantity of £Iuid than designed for. and 
Lh er fore required sligh tly Ie pre sure difference on the 
blade urface. The importan t discrepancy between the 
P 
-1.5~-------------------------, 
-1 .0 
(0) 
t.O -.4 
-.3 -.2 
'~- Prescribed variation 
inP 
-.I o , 
x/c 
.2 
Md 
00.198 
o .298 
<> .397 
'" .497 
'V .596 
r - Prescribed variation 
in P 
.3 .4 .5 
(a) Downstream M ach nwnber between 0.2 and O.C. 
de ign and experimen tal value of P on the pre sure urface 
at the no e (x' Ie equal to - 0. 393) re ulL from rounding off 
the blade no e and will be cliscu sed later. 
In figure 11 (b) Lhe r e ults (P against x' /c) are plotted for 
clown tream M ach numbers of 0.70, 0.75 , and 0.79 . For 
Lhe e :Mach number iL will be shown thaL local regi on of 
supersonic flow exist on Lhe ueLion udace of Lhe blade and 
bock phenomena 1"e ult as il1clicate 1 by Lhe rapid Lluetuation 
in pressure. For all Llll'ee of the e values of down t!'cam 
:\Iach number two region of hock appear on Lbe suction 
mface; one at x' /e approximately equal to - 0.275 and the 
other cen tmIly located arouwl x' /e equal Lo zero. 
Veloeity Q.- The veloei ty Q, which is dimensionles , ba ving 
be n divided by tbe down Lream velocity, j plotted in figure 
12 as a funcLion of the id eal (design ) velociLy potential iI? 
along the blade surface. The pressure tap cone ponding to 
a given data point can be deLermined from the value of iI? and 
table II . The pre cribed variation in Q with iI? i given by 
the reg ular solid lines in figure 12. The experimental valu es 
of Q were obtained from the total pre ure and Lhe mea ured 
static pre ure. The toLal pressure was assumed equal to 
the tank pre sure, 0 that in the pre ence of hock 10 ses th e 
computed velocitie are indicative only. 
P 
-I. 5~--------------------------, 
- 1.0 
-.5 
.5 
(b) 
1.0 -.4 -.3 
-.2 
, 
''-- Prescribed variation 
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-.I O • • 1 
x/c 
Md 
I> 0.695 
<I .754 
<l .7 88 
r- Prescribed variat ion 
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(b) J)O\\~lstrealll 1I10eh numbers of 0.70,0.75, and 0.79. 
FIG URE 11 - Variation in test valu~s of pressure coemelent P with pcsition r ic along sW'face of blade e!cmcnt. ('rhe pressure top COrr spondinl( to a given data pOint ca n be de termined 
from the value of z'lc and toble 11.) 
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In figure 12 (a) the variation of velocity Q with <I> i plot-
ted for the downstream Mach numbers between 0.2 and 0.6 . 
For these Mach number the flow is everywhere sub oni c, 
and the agreement with the pre cribed velocity distribution 
is consi lm·ed quite good and appear to b e ind ependent of 
the downstream ::'1ach number }.;Ja . (This independence of 
downstream .Mach number "ill be discussed in th e ec tion 
Compressibility effects. ) It is conclud ed that blad es for 
high-solidity cascades can be designed for pre cribed veloci-
ti e by the chann el flow metho 1 of this report and that 
rounding off the nose and tail of the blade-element profile 
ha negligible effect on the velocity distribution along the 
blade surface except in the vicinity of the blad e no e. The 
discrepan cy at th e blad e nose will be di scussed in the section 
Continuity. 
In figure 12 (b) th e variation in velocity Q witll <I> is ploUed 
for downstream NIach number of 0.70 ,0.75, and 0.79 . For 
the e ::'1ach numb r local r egions of super onic flow exist 
on the uction surface of the blade, and shock phenomena 
re ulL at the point indi cated previou ly by the pre ure 
distribution in figure 11 (b). 
- -
Loss coefficient ( w ) .- The loss coefficient ( W ) has 
1),-1) tl P,-P a 
be n computed from th e total-pre sure survey data taken 
down tream of the cascade for five values of Md between 0. 3 
and 0.7. This 10 s oeIftcient is plotted in figure 13. The 
average total-pre sure los w wa calculated by m ethod s given 
1.6 
1.4 
1.2 
1.01--Lr----___"\ 
o .8 
.6 
.4 
.2 
: 
L Prescribed variat ion 
in 0 
(0) 
Md 
00.198 
o .298 
<> .397 
" .497 
'" .596 
r - Prescribed variation 
in 0 
4:!!: 2 
0L-~--~-~~-~---2~~--~-~3~:!!:--~-~ 
2 2 
(a) Downstream Mach numbers between 0.2 and O.fl. 
in appendix B. The loss coefft cient at fir t decl'ea es \\-ith 
increa ing }.;Ja, probably ll, are ult of the incr-ea ing Reynold 
number, and then increases rapidly, a a r e ult of hock 
losses, after Ma equal to 0.6 . 
Turning angle 60.- Tbe m ea ured value of the cascade 
turning angle 6() is plotted a a function of Md in figure 14. 
The udden increa e in 60 as Md approache 0.6 is not r eason-
able in view of the mall increa e in los coefficient (fig . 13) 
at till ::'1ach number. The m ea m ed tumino- ano-Ie may 
therefore b e inaccurate because of the ad ver e tes t conditions 
under which the data were r ecorded at high :\Iach number. 
In any even t, for valu e of Md less than o. - the turning angle 
i in en itive to Mach numb er , and the measured turning 
angle agreed within 0 .50 with Lhe de ign turning angle. 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The test re ult are analyzed for the continuiLy condiLion, 
compressibili ty effec t , and momentum con id eraLion. The 
cascade performance i then compared with Lhat of imilar 
cascades r eported in the literature. 
Continuity.- In figure 15 it is hown that, a the down-
str eam Mach number AId increase , the experimentally 
determined upsLream Mach number Ai,. become prOOTe ive-
ly less than Nld • For an impulse cascad e AI" houlcl equal 
}.;Jd, and the m ea ured differ en ce between }.([d and ~;J1t wa 
sufficiently great to require an inve tigation of the continuity 
condition up tream and downstream of the ca cad . 
2.0 
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(b) ])ownstrCllill M numbers of 0.70,0.75, and 0.79. 
42': 2 
Fw HE 12.-\'nrlation in test values of velocity Q with coordinate <I> along surface of blade clement. (Tbe tap position corresponding to a given datn pOint can be detrrminc() from thn 
value of <I> and table II.) 
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FIGURE H .-Variation in air·turning angle with downstream Mach n wnber. 
From the total-pressure urveys downstream of the 
ca cade, the velocity distribution i obtained a a fun ction 
of y' /s' , where y' i measured from th e cen tel' of a wake, and 
a typical example is given in figure 16 for a downstream 
Mach number of 0.3. (From the l'elatively small momentum 
los es indicated by this velocity distribution, i t is concluded 
that bOlmdal'y-layer separation on the blad e surface was 
negligible.) From this velocity di tribution the {low ra te W 
through the channel between blades can be determined fl'om 
th e continuity equation 
( 1.0 
W a= s' Jo p" g" co 8' d(Y') a s ' 
METHOD T O RIGH- OLIDITY CA CADES 11 
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FIGURE 15.- Variation in upstream Mach number with downstream ]\fuch numb r. 
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FIGURE 16.-Variation in Q with ~"I" between wakes downstleam or cascade. Downstream 
Mach number Md, 0.30. 
where p" and q" are the den ity and velocity, respectively, in 
dimensional form and 8' a is the m easured flow direction down-
stream of th e ca cade in the x'y'-plan e. Up tream of the 
ca cade, flow con li tions are uniform and the con tin uity 
equa tion b ecomes 
lVu =s'(p"q" co 8')" 
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The f1011· ra te 11 ',. an 1 lI"a arc ploUed in fi gure 17, and it i 
een that the con t inuity condition (W ,,= IT'a) is sa ti (ied . 
The increasing mao-nitucl e of (Jfa-1d,.) with incl'ea in g ~fa 
(fig. ] 5) mu t th 1'ofo1'o I e caLis cl by th o di splacem en t of the 
waj,e dOI\11 tream of the 'a cad e. 
lf A * i the ra tio of tlte eO'eeLive flow area (geometri c area 
minus tlte efI ee ti ve displ accm enL a rea of th e wak e) clo lm-
str am of the caseacl e to the geom etri c area ups tream of th e 
ca cade, :I[t/ and JI" a rc rela ted by (a ppendix C) 
Jl.f 1 + - ')- ]\1,. 2 
( 
1'- 1 )2~-t:.ll) 
M: =A * 1 + 1': 1 Jl.fl (12) 
F or an impulse cascad e with no boundary la.I' er , 1* equals 
1.0 ancl from equa tion (12) jl,1,. is equal Lo l11a. If, howeve r, 
th e eH'e('l ive di place men L of the bound a ry la.\' er is 5 percent , 
A * i eq ll al to 0. 95 and the relati on between .1111 and jlIa i 
g in'n h:-' th e cI a h eel cur ve in figure 15. Thus, for a g iven 
,' a lu e of . l * a ca cad e cl es ign ecl for impul e opera tion withou L 
a wake exhibit prog rc i nl~' more r eac tion a th e c!0\\11-
tream ~[aeh n umber increa es . 
In figure 15 fo r valu es of jl,fa grea ter Lhan 0.75, the yalu o 
of ",Iu remains e enti ally con tan L and equ al to 0.6 , 01' a 
little high er , 0 tha L the cascad e is choked . In fi gure 12 the 
high valu e for Q on Lh e pressure urJaee a L <P equal to 7r/2 
indi ca tes tha t th e choke condition OCCUl' alon o. thi valu e 
of <P. Figure 6 show th aL for thi valu e of <P the flow a rea 
of til e channel between hl ad e clements i a minimum . Thus 
th e up tream :-1ac11 number for chok e flow could probabl y 
be in cr a cl by a ligh L modifi ca tio n in Lh e blad e- lemen L 
design in the regions of <P equ al Lo 7r/2 . (For exampl e, the 
ma nn er in whi ch Lh e blad e no e i rounded ofI mighL be 
modifi ed to increase the minimum flow area . Al 0, th e 
blnd e n ose might b e extend ed farther upstr eam along Lh e 
channel bound a ries (shown in fi g . 6) Lo g uid e Lh e fluid into 
th e minimum area in th e propel' direcLion . Or perhap Il eal' 
the 11 0se a less rapi (l velocity decelera tion might be pre-
sc )'i bed on the pressure su rface, or a Ie rapid a eelera tion 
on tIl e ucti on surface, so th a t the rat e of ar ea convergen ce 
and d ivergence in the vicinit:-, o f the minimum area II'ould 
be redu ced .) In addi Lion tlli s de ign modifi ca ti on would 
elimina Le th e large decelera Lion of Lb e veloeiLy along Lh e 
p)'e su)'e surface foll owing the peal.;: velocity a L <P equ al Lo 
7r/2 and migh L Lhus improve Lhe effi ciency of the cas acl e by 
elimina ting a po sible r egion of epara ted bound a ry layer . 
Compressibility effeets.- Th e effecL of compressibility on 
P and Q arc shown by L)w eO'ecLs of Ma in figures 11 and] 2. 
on idcr t he region of con La nL pre cribed velociLy along the 
s uct ion surface. Provid ed the 10 'al velocitie a rc s ub Olli e, 
Lhe absolu Le m agni tu de of Lhe pre m e coeffi cien L P de-
crease wiLh in creasing 1\1a (fig . 11 (a», bu t the veloci Ly Q 
r em ain» (' sen tially unch anged (fig. 12(a». This b ehavior 
of P and Q is lU1like LhaL for isola ted blades (airfoils), bu t 
compares favorably wi th Lhat for Lhe known ompre ibl e 
fl ow b et wcen a cmved channel eonsi Ling of t1'ea1111ine 
from a free compress ible vorLex. (The r egions of cons tant 
,' elociLy along Lhe pre Ul'C and sucLion ur£accs of the blades 
suggest that the channel between these r eo-ions can b e ap-
proximated by th e flow bet ween sele ted t l'eamlines of a free 
vor tex.) In appendix D equa tions arc lerived for comput-
ing tho yariaLion in P and Q wi th tho quivalent Nld for those 
radii of a free eompre ible vortex for which Lhe values of P 
and Qat l\Ia cqual to zero (in compre sible flow) arc the p1'e-
el'ibecl values for the cascade des ign (QlIlax= l. 5, Q1Utn= 
0. 666 7, and 0 forth). The 1'e ulLing dis Lribution in Q 
and P lI·iLh iV a for Lhe compress ible vortex arc shown in 
figurcs 1 a nd 19, )'espectively . and ar c compared wi th the 
Le t valu es of Q aJld P aL Laps 44 and 20 (sec table II) on the 
pre ure a nd ucLion urfaces of the blades, l' sp ectively. 
The ag reem ent in Lrend i good and indi caLc Lhat the ob-
erved variaLion in P and Q wi th J.\1a in Lhe Le t arc reason-
able. Thus, for Lhe high- olidi ty impuls a cade of this 
l'eporL Lhe eli LributiOJl of Q is cs enLially independent of 
downs tream l\Iach number jyf a. 
The appearance of uper onie velocities on th e ucLion 
urfaee of th e blade is indicated (in figs. 11 (b) and 12 
(b» by sizeabl e varia Lion,; in P and Q (with x//e and <P, r e-
spec ti vely) due to hock phenomena. F or a o- ivell value of 
M a Lherc i a criti cal value of Q (Qcr) for which Lhe v 10iLy 
COlTe poneling to Qcr is sonic. Thi rela tion i g iven by 
(appendix E) 
(13) 
which i plo t ted in figure 20. For Le t values of Q about 
equal Lo l. 5, ueh a. exi L on th e su 'Lion urface a L <P equal 
to 7r/4, the valu e of JI1a in figure 20 is abou L 0.63. Thu in 
figure 11 (b) and 12 (b) hock phenomena ar ob erved for 
values of jl,fa cqu al Lo 0.70, 0.75, and 0.79. 
12.-------------------------------------------. 
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F'W UR E 17.- Compnrlson of measured now rates npstream and down streAm of cascnde (or 
O\·c values of domlstrC3m lIIacb number. 
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Momentum.- Fl'om momentum con idel'ation it can be 
howD (appendix F ) that the blade force in the direction of 
y/ (per unit length of blade span) i equal to 
F / sin O/d. cos O/a ( 1.0 II ( " )2 d (y/) tv' = g Jo P a q a -8"' -
s/ sin 0/" co 0' U II ( II )2 
g P " q u (14) 
where p" and q" arc evaluated from the te t data by equation ' 
(B2), (B3), and (B5) of appendix B, and the known value of 
the stagnation speed of ound ao. 
From the mea ured pres ures 011 the blade uriace, the 
blade force Fy ' is al 0 equal to 
FV,=C(Pt.d-Pd) ( tail (p,,--Po) d (Xc/ ) (15) 
J nose 2 
where the ub el'ipts 7r/2 and 0 refer to the pre sure and 
suction surfaces of Lhe blade, re pec tively, an I where for a 
given ]j;Jd the integral is equal to the a rea un leI' the curve in 
figure 11. The blade force Fy, ha been computed from the 
te t data by equation (14) and (15) , and the values arc 
compared in figme 21. The agreement is ·onsidered atis-
factory and serve a a check on the accuracy of the experi-
mental data. 
Comparison with other impulse cascades.- The test per-
forman ce [LlO and minimum "W /(Pt-P)al of th e 90° impul 0, 
ea eade given in this report i compared in the following 
table with that of other impulse cascade reported in the 
Ii tel' a ture : 
2.0 
1.8 
1.6 
1.4 
1.2 
0 1.0 
.8 
.6 
.4 
.2 
0 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ I 
00 SuClian surface \ : ~----~~~~~~~~~~'. I 
, I 
" I 
Sonic veloci ty - ---"', : 
--<>-- Tap 20 } 
o Tap 44 See tab le Il 
--Equation (040 ) 
' i I', 
I '-'-,-
Orr 
'2 
.3 A 
1 '-
1 
1 
1 
Pressure surface 0 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_--1 
Choke flaw - --- 1 
.6 .7 .8 
1 
1 
I 
1 
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F IGURE I.-Variation in vclocity Q with downstream Mach num oer .Vd at sta tic tap on 
pressure and suction surfaces of bladoand a t equiva lcntradiiof ~ free compl essible vortex. 
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FIG CitE 10.-Variation in pressu re cocmcient P wi th downstream Mach nnm bel' l\Jd at statIc 
taps on prcssure and suction surface of blade and at cqui valcnt radii of a free compressible 
v'ortcx. 
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FlGtJUE 20.- Variation in Q" \\ ith downstrcam Mach number. (For a given value of }'l d 
sonic velocity occurs for Q.oqual to Q" .) 
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Blade 
Inverse of 
solidity , 
sic 
Los co~ffieient, 
w 
(P, - P)d 
Turning 
angle, D.O, 
deg 
Rey nolds 
number, 
Re 
Comments Reference 
A ________ _ O. 750 
.750 
.6J3 
0.035 (min.) __ ______ _ 90 
86 
90. 5 
2 X 105 _______ _ Airfoil blading t/c= 0.10 _____ ______________ _ 13, fig. 62 
15, fig. 178 13 ________ _ 0 .035 _____________ _ Low speed ___ _ Blade shape si milar to blade C _____________ _ 
C ________ _ 0.038 ,mi n. ) _______ _ 1.5 X 106 _____ _ D e, i~ned for prescribed velocity gradients 
t hat a void separation _______ ____________ _ 
D _______ _ 
.500 
.500 
.57·" 
0.038 _____________ _ 87 
90 
88. 6 
Low speed ___ _ Ai rfoil blading _______________________ ____ _ 
This report 
15, fig. 177 
13, fig. 62 E ________ _ 0.039 (min. ) _______ _ 2 X IO·\ _______ _ Airfoil blading, t/c= 0.10 __________ _________ _ F ________ _ 0.05 ____ __________ _ 1.8 X 105 _ ----- Two circular arcs plus fla t section, imilar to blade C ___ _________________________ __ _ _ 6, p. 4 G ______ _ 
.625 
.500 
0.072 (m in .) ___ ____ _ 90 
88. 7 
2 X 105 _______ _ " Conventional" impulse blade, t/c=0.22 _____ _ 13, fig. 62 H ___ ____ _ 0 .09 ___ ___________ _ 1.8 X 10' _____ _ Two ci rcular arcs, sharp no e and tail, sym-
The blades A to H are arranged in order of increasing mini-
-
mum 10 ffi . w coe ' lClent (p ) -
,-Pd }Jl cascades have appro xi-
mately a 90 0 turning angle. Blade C, from this report, is 
seen Lo have about as low losse a, any reported in the 
li terature. The low loss coefficients of blades A and E are 
ques tioned in reference 13 (p. 233) because of the experi-
mental tech.nique. Al 0, the thin profiles ( mall values of 
tic, wlwre t is the maximum blade thickn ess) of blades A, D , 
and E prohib.i L their lIse in turbines near the blade root 
(where impulse conditions are usually approached) because 
the blade taper requires thicker profiles at the root. Blade 
B has a th.icker profile and gives excellent performance. It 
is simil ar in shape and performance to blade C, developed 
in this report. 
It is concluded that, if properly applied, the high-solidiLy 
blade-element de ign method developed in this report can 
result in efficient blade profiles for incompressible flow or 
for compressibl e flow' with local subsonic velocitie. These 
profiles can be designed directly wi thou t extensiye experi-
mental trial-anti-error development. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIO S 
A technique is developed for application of a channel 
design method to the design of high-solidity cascades with 
prescribed velocity dist ribu tions as a function of arc length 
along the blade-clement profile and for prescribed tUl'lling 
angles of the fluid . The technique applies to both incom-
pressible and subsonic compressible (ratio of peeific heat 
equal to - 1.0) fluid motion, and the results arc exact except 
for the usual approximation resulting from rounding off the 
nose and tail of the blade element. In order to investigate 
the effect on the velocity distribution of rounding off thc 
nose and tail , a high-solidity 90 0 impul e eascade was de-
signed and tested. To achieve good efficieney, the cascade 
was designed for prescribed vrlocities with maximum allow-
able blade loading according to limitations imposed by COll -
siderations of bOlUldary-layel' separation . The ca cade was 
developed for incompressible flow and was tested at the 
design angle of attack over a range of downstream 1Iac11 
metricaL _______________ ___ ___ _________ _ 6, p.4 
numbers from 0.2 to choke flow. From the result of the 
te ts it is concluded that: 
l. Blades for bigh- olidity cascades cftn be de iO'ned for 
pre cribed velocities by the channel flow methods of this 
report. 
2. ROilllding off the nose and tail of the blade-clement 
profile has negligible effect on the velocity di. tribution along 
the blade surface except in the vicini ty of the blade [0 e. 
3. The di tribution of the velocity (expre ed a a ratio of 
the downstream velocity) is essentially independent of down-
stream 1Iach number, provided the maximum velocity 011 
the blade surface is sub onie. 
4 . For the velocity di tribution that was prescribed (and 
measured), the boundary-layer separation on the blade sur-
faces was negligible. 
5. For downstream .Mach numbers of 0.5 or less the meas-
ured tUl'11ing angle was less than 0.5 0 greater than the design 
tmning angle (90 0 ) . 
-400.-----------------------------------------~ 
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C 
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~"-. -100 
.3 
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Fy ' from momentum equation (14), 
FIGURE 21.- Comparison of blade force in dlrection of y' as determined from measured static 
pressures on blade surface and from momentulll equation (14). 
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6. The ca cade chokcd ncar the inlet at an lip trearn 
Mach number sligh tly greater than 0.6. This Mach number 
for choke could probably be increa ed by a modification in 
thc profile design neal' the blade no e. 
7. onic velocity fu'st appeal' on the suction surface of the 
blade a t a downstream :Mach number of abou t 0.63 and for 
clown t.ream Mach numbers of 0.70, 0.75, and 0.79 shock 
phenomena were observed on the blade surfaces. 
8. A cascadc designed for impulse operation wi thout a 
boundary layer exhibit progressively more reaction in the 
presence of a constan t wake displacement as the downstream 
.Mach number in crease. 
9. If properly applied, the high-solidi ty blade-element 
design method developed in thi report can resul t in efficien t 
blade profilcs for incompre. ible flow or for compressible 
flow wi th local sub oni c velocities . These profile can be 
de igned directly wi thout extensivc experimental trial-and-
error development. 
L E WIS FLIGHT P R OPULSION L AB ORA'l' ORY, 
1 A'I'IONAL ADV1 SORY COMMITTEE FOR A ERONAU'l'ICS, 
CLE VE LAND, OHIO, N ovember 30 , 1951. 
APPENDIX A 
SYMBOLS 
The following symbols are used in this r eport : 
A * ratio of flow area downstream of cascade to 
a 
ao 
c 
M 
P 
p 
Q 
q 
q" 
R 
He 
r 
s 
s' 
T 
t 
V 
W 
flow area up tream 
local speed of ound 
stagnation peed of sound 
blade chord (fig . 7) 
blade force in direction of y' 
gravitational accelera tion 
constants, eqs. (D 1a) and (D4a), re pec-
tively, of appendix D 
Mach number, q" /a 
pressure coefficient, eq. (11 ) 
static prcssure (dimensional form) 
loss in total pres ure at point downstream 
of cascade 
velocity (for which units are so chosen tha t 
channel velocity downstream at infini ty 
is uni ty) 
critical value of Q for which velocity 
corresponding to QCT is sonic; related to 
Ma by eq. (1 3) 
velocity (for which units are so chosen that 
stagnation speed of sound is unity) 
velocity (dimensional form) 
perfect gas constant 
Reynolds number based on blade chord 
radiu from cen ter of free vortex (for which 
radiu the units are so chosen that width, 
downstream at infini ty, of channel be-
tween cascade blades that is being simu-
la ted by free vortex is unity) 
distance in xy-plane measured along direc-
tion of flow from arbitrary reference 
point (for which distance the units are so 
chosen that channel width down tream 
at infinity is unity) 
blade spacing (fig. 7) 
temperature of gas 
maximum thickness of blade-element profile 
velocity parameter defined in ref. 11 
flow rate (per uni t length of blade span) 
through channel between two blade 
elements 
x,y 
x' ,y' 
{3':~ o8C J {3:a i l 
'Y 
f:::" 
fj 
f:::" fj 
fj' 
A 
p 
Sub cript.s: 
A ,B, . .. , H 
GG,DD,EE,FF 
d 
max 
min 
u 
o 
-rr 
2 
Cartesian coordinates in physical plane (for 
which coordinates the uni ts arc so chosen 
that channel width dow'll tream at infin-
ity is unity) 
x,y-coordinate system rotated and trans-
lated so that cascade lies along y' -axis 
(fig . 7 ) 
average angle of blade surfaces tangen t to 
circular arcs at nose and tail, respec-
tively, in x'y'-plane (fig. 7) 
ra tio of specific heats 
finite incremen t 
flow direction in physical xy-plane (meas-
ured in countcrclockwise direction from 
positive x-axis) 
channel, 01' cascade, turning angle 
flow direction in physical x'y'-plane (meas-
ured counterclockwise from positive 
x' -axi ) 
ratio of arc lengths, q. (7 ) 
density (e)..'pressed as ratio of stagnation 
den ity) 
den ity (dimensional form) 
v locity potential and str am function, 
respectively, used as Carte ian coordinate 
in transformed <InJi-plane and defined in 
ref. 11 
average loss in total pressure, eq. (B1 ) of 
appendix B 
po itions defined by velocity po ten tial lines 
in fig. 2 
values of q, defined in fig. 4 
conditions downstream at infini ty 
maX1Il1um 
mll11mUm 
total, or stagnation, condition 
conditions up tream at infinity 
right boundary of channel, when faced in 
direction of flow, along which 'It' is equal 
to zero 
left boundary of channel, when faced in 
direction of flow, along which 'It' is equal 
to -rr/2 
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APPENDIX B 
CALCULATION OF AVERAGE LOSS IN TOTAL PRESSURE w FROM TOTAL· PRESSURE SURVEY DOWNSTREAM OF CASCADE 
B y definition the mass-weighted average value of the 10 s 
in total pressure (t:1Pt,a) downstream of the cascade is 
- J p" q(!:1Pt a) dy' 
w= ' 
Jp"qdy' (B 1) 
where the integration is taken across an entire channel equal 
in width to the blade spacing and therefore including the 
WIl,b 'l region, The density pI! is r elated to the pressure P by 
1 
p::- = (~):Y 
p I P, 
(B2) 
where, from the perfect gas law, 
(B3) 
Also, from the general energy equation, 
(B4) 
where T is the temperature of the gas and 'Y is the ratio of 
sp ecific heats, so that 
P _(T)1':'I_( 'Y-1 2)1':'1 
-- - - 1--- q 
PI T t 2 
from which 
Thus, from equations (B1 ), (B2), (B 3), and (B5) 
_ J p,(op ,) (~); ~,-(~fdY' 
w~ J p, (;:);~l-G:rdY' 
(BS) 
(B6) 
where PI is the total pressure m easured by the survey along 
y', 
APPENDIX C 
RELATION BETWEEN M u A D Md FOR VA RIOUS AREA RATIOS A * 
From continuity consid crations 
(Cl) 
where p is the fluid den ity expressed as a ratio of the stag-
nation density, Af. is the local Mach number, a i the local 
speed of sound so that the product (Af.a) is equal to the 
velocity ql!, and A * is th e ratio of the effective downstream 
flow area to the upstream arca, From the general energy 
equation, 
(C2) 
so that 
and 
from which equation (C 1) becomes 
(12) 
APPENDIX D 
EQUIVALENT COMPRESSIBLE FREE VORTEX 
The regions of constan t, prescribed velocity along the pres-
sure and uction surface of the 90° impulse blade uggest 
that, for purposes of investigating the variation in these 
velocities with the equivalent downstream Mach number , the 
channel between these regions of constant velocity can b e 
approximated by the flow b etween selected streamline of a 
compressible free vortex, First, the radii for these selected 
streamlines are determined for an incompressible free vortex 
to give the prescribed values of Qo and Q'!: for incompre sible 
2 
flow along the suction and pres ure urface of the blade, 
respecti vely , 
Incom pressible free vortex ,- For an incompressible free 
vortex 
(D1a) 
so that 
(D1b) 
wh ere r, like the Cartesian coordinates x and y, i expre ed 
APPLICATION OF A CHANNEL DESIG 
in unit of the channel width downstream at infinity of the 
channel between ca cade blades that is being simulated by 
the fre vortex. From continui ty 
r,
Tr 
' Qdr= l.O 
• TO 
o tha t , from equations (D1 a) and (D2), 
1'.,. 
K l loge 2"= 1.0 
1' 0 
and therefore, from equations (DIu.) and (D1b), 
1 
Qo log. ~: 
2" 
and 
1 
1'~= Qo 
Q-:: loge-Q 
2 " 2" 
(D2) 
(D3a) 
(D3b) 
Equations (D3a) and (D 3b) give the radii that determine the 
channel in the free vortex (compressible or incompressible) 
which is equivalen t to the channel between the cascade 
blades in the region of con tant prescribed velocity along the 
pressure and suction surface . For the prescribed valu es of 
Qo and Q:,,: (1.5 and 0.66687 , re pectively) the values of 1'0 and 
2 
1':,,: given by equ a tions (D 3a) and (D 3b) are 0.82260 and 
2 
1.84992, r espectively . 
Compressible free vortex,- For a compressible free vortex 
o tha t 
and, from continuity, 
JT' ,. pQd1' = Pa TO 
where, from equation (B4), 
1 1 
p= - = 1 - -- Q2qi (T):r=l (,,- 1 )~ - l T, 2 
so that 
1 
( 
,, - 1 )~- l Pd= 1-- 2- qi 
Equation (D6a) e}..-pands in series form to give 
1 1 Q2 2+ 2 - " Q4 4 p= -2 qd -- qa - ... 
(D4a) 
(D4b) 
(D5) 
(D6a) 
(D6b) 
(D6c) 
so tha t equation (D 5), together wi th equations (D4a), (D6b), 
and (D 6c), in tegra tes to give 
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where. from equation (02 ), 
(D ) 
From equations (D7 ) and (DS) K2 is a known function of Md 
and therefore Qo and Q~ are given by equation (D4a). The 
2 
variation in Qo and Q~ with Ma is plo tted in figure IS. 
2 
Thc pres ure coefficient P is defined by 
L_.1!.!:.. 
PI.d Pt,d 
1-.1!.!:.. 
Pt,d 
where, from equation (B4), 
P (T)~: l ( ,, - 1 9 )~ :l 
-= -T = 1 - -- Q-qi 
Pt,a I 2 
so that, with p I= PI, a, 
( 
,, - 1 )~: l ( ,, - 1 )~: l p = 1 - - 2- Q2qi - 1-- 2 - qi 
( 
,, - 1 )~: 1 1- 1-- 2- qi 
(D9) 
Equation (D9) d termines P for given values of Q and qa· 
The variation in Po and P.:":. with M a is plotted in figure 19. 
2 
Choke flow, - Ohoke, or maximum, flow occurs when the 
derivative of the flow rate with respect to a characteristic 
velocity i zero. From equation (D5) the flow rate is pro-
portional to Pd, and from equation (D4a) the velocity at each 
radius is proportional to K2 so that choke flow occurs when 
Therefore, from equation (D7 ) 
or 
(DID) 
The value of ~Af.tJ. for choke flow is then obtained from equa-
tion (D7), (D ), and (DIO). For the value of 1'0 and 1'" 
"2 
given by equation (D 3a) and (D 3b), the value of Ma thu ob-
tained i 0.S15. 
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APPENDIX E 
CRITICAL VALUE OF Q FOR WHICH VELOCITY IS SONIC 
For a given value of M il. there is a critical value of Q (Qcr) 
for which th e velocity corre ponding to Qcr is sonic. By 
definition 
Q_!L_ 1\_1 / T . 
- qa - 1\Iid -V Td 
which, from equation (02 ), becomes 
J 1' - 1 2 M 1+- 2 - M a Q= -Ma 1+ 1' - 1 M 2 2 (El) 
By defiilltion Q is equal to Qcr if M is equal to 1.0 so that 
equation (E 1) becomes 
(13) 
Equation (13) gives the relation between QCT and Md., which 
relation is plotted in figure 20. 
APPENDIX F 
BLADE FORCE COMPUTED FROM MOMENTUM CONSIDERATIONS 
If the viscous shear forces, which are relatively mall , are 
ignored , the blade force Fy , acting on the fluid in the positive 
y' -direction (fig. 7) must, from momentum consideration , 
equal the change in the rate of momentum, in the positive 
y' -direction, of th e fluid flowing through the ca cade. The 
rate of momentum flow into the ca cade in th e po itive 
y' -direction i 
, . 0' 0' S sIn u cos U /I ( /I )2 g = p u q u 
wh ere flow conditions arc considered uniform upstream of 
the ca cad e, and the rate of momen tum flow out of th e 
cascade in th e positive y' -direction i 
, . 0' 0' II 0 ( ' ) S sin d. cos d. . /I ( " )2 l Y 
g P d q a U ? • 0 
where the flow direction is uniform at a station far enough 
downstream. Therefore, Fv' become 
F s' sin O'd. cos 0'd.1 1.0 /I ( " )2d (Y')_ {y' g P tL q II. S ' 
. 0 
, . 0' , 
S Sln 1t cos 0 u " ( " )2 g P u q u (14) 
Equation (14) give the component of the blade force in the 
positive direction of y'. 
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TABLE I.- BLADE PROFILE COORDII ATES 
{90° impu lse cascade; prescribed velocity distribution, fig. 5; lncom presslble flow] 
x --~ 
2 
o 
X Y. Yo 
-, 
0 0.203 0.203 
.05 .069 .354 
.10 .028 .456 
.15 .009 .554 
.20 .000 .647 
.25 .006 .736 
.30 .024 .821 
. 35 .061 .905 
. 40 . 104 .985 
. 45 . 147 1.063 
.50 . 189 I. 135 
. 60 .272 1. 253 
.70 . 3:,3 I. 352 
. 80 . 430 I. 440 
.90 .504 1. 520 
1.0 . .'>73 I. 593 
1. 2 . 70 1 I. 718 
1. 4 .812 I. 21 
1. 6 .899 I. 904 
1. 8 .965 I. 967 
2.0 I. 014 2.012 
2.2 I. 052 2.036 
2. 4 1. 078 2.044 
2.6 I. 094 2.032 
2. 1.100 1. 996 
3.0 I. 094 I. 928 
3.2 I. 079 1. 863 
3. 4 I. 052 1. 170 
3.6 I. 016 I. G60 
3.8 .969 1. 536 
4.0 .909 1. 397 
4.2 .8~ 1 I. 24fi 
4. 4 . 729 1. 085 
4.6 .608 .914 
4.8 . 473 .736 
5.0 .325 .558 
5. I .246 . 468 
5.2 . 161 .316 
5.3 .085 .2 4 
5.35 . 044 .239 
;. 40 .001 . 194 
5. 45 .003 . 149 
5.50 .07 1 .01l 
20 
T ap 
---
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
J6 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
REP ORT 1116- NA'l' IONAL ADVI ORY COMMlrrE E FOR AERONAU'l' ICS 
TABLE II .- TATIC T AP LOCAT IONS OK BLADE URFACE AT MID PAN 
[900 impulse cascad e] 
x --~ 
2 
x, in 3 
X Y x' [ ~, 
'" 
Tap 
-
c c 
--------
---- ---- -------- ---
0.015 0.2110 -0.443 0. 172 0 0 33 
.595 -.412 .214 1': . 171 -IG 34 
. 252 2 r .297 . 8 16 -.35 ·1 35 16 
l. 014 -.360 .2ls6 01': . 41 8 113 36 
1.180 -.336 .31 4 
4 .. 
. 5~5 37 16 
5r 
.668 1. 321 -.309 .337 3 16 
-.280 . 358 6 r .8 17 1. 454 16 ~9 
. 377 7 " .974 I. 575 -.249 - 40 16 
I. 684 -.217 .394 8 .. I. 141 41 16 
I. 780 - . 184 . 40S 9 1': I. 314 42 16 
I. 494 I. b63 - . 150 . 420 101': 16 4 ~ 
I. 985 -.079 .435 12x-1. 873 10 44 
2.041 . 438 '''' 2 266 - 007 16 45 
2.042 . 029 . 435 15 .-2.464 16 46 
. 428 16.-2. 661 2.023 .064 16 47 
. 41 7 17" 2.857 I. 98 1 .099 10 48 
I. 919 . 134 .402 18 r 3.055 iil 49 
I. ~40 . 108 .384 19 11" 3. 253 16 50 
3. 451 1. 744 .202 363 201': 10 51 
3.648 632 .236 .339 2 1X" 1 - 52 16 
I. 507 .269 . 313 2211'" 3.844 - 53 16 
4.039 I. 368 .302 .284 23'11'" - 51 16 
4.235 I. 218 .334 .254 24 11" 16 55 
4. 432 I. 058 .367 .221 25 11'" 56 16 
4 
X Y 
-------
4. fJ3 1 O. 8 
4. 8~2 . 709 
5.038 .524 
5. 24 .332 
5. 468 . 133 
5. 384 .017 
5. 147 .209 
4.871 . 421 
4.556 .635 
4.369 . 746 
4.174 .842 
3.960 .922 
3.740 .984 
3.304 I. Ofi6 
2.859 I. 099 
2. 414 I 079 
I. 975 1.008 
1.704 . 951 
1.038 75 
I. 342 .782 
I. 154 .673 
.8~8 . 459 
.565 .244 
. 3~3 .046 
5 
0.0 71 
rod-
x' 
c 
----
0.400 
. 433 
.467 
.502 
.538 
.. ,2 1 
.4 I 
.435 
. 382 
.350 
.3 17 
.279 
.241 
. 1 6~ 
. 0 3 
.002 
-.078 
-. 119 
-. 160 
-.197 
-.233 
-.294 
-.:l47 
-.393 
[ <I> 
c 
----
----
O. 7 26 .. I -16 
277r 
. 101 -16 
281': 
· 113 IS 
291r 
.075 IS 
3011" 
.035 16 
2271" 
.015 16 
2 1 .. 
.054 
'" 20 .. 
.098 16 
19r 
.142 16 
18.511" 
.1 66 16 
. 187 
18 .. 
16 
.205 
17 . 5'K 
16 
17" 
.220 16 
161': 
.243 16 
.2[)/ 151': 16 
14.-
.261 -16 
13'K 
.256 16 
12,511" 
. 2M) 16 
12..r 
.240 16 
11 .511" 
.227 
"""l6 
11 1': 
. 211 16 
101': 
· 17R 16 
· 144 9" 16 
. 11 2 81': 
16 
'" 
----
0 
I 
I 
I 
j 
" 2" 
I 
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